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• Continuing Ed Changes 
Already Released

• Continuing Ed Changes 
Coming Soon



Changes Released for TwebCE

A student’s multiple registrations in same course section is displayed on a single 
entry on page

Adjustment of earned date available for Early completion courses

Exam and final marks fields added to Student Marks page

Combined classes can be accessed and updated on Student Marks page

Submission date is mandatory on Entry by Class page, defaults to today or last 
day of class; user warned if date is outside of class start/end dates
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Changes Released for TwebCE

Unfunded cancelled sessions supported with value of D

Independent Study register has total sessions field expanded to handle up 
to  9,999

IS or PT student completing a course before Oct 31 now prints on IS 
register

Lit/Num for parents register prints details for one day classes

Lit/Num for Parent classes that run for a single day now have the correct ADE 
calculated
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Changes Released for OnSIS

Night/Summer submissions report all lessons by school code/year 
instead of submission dates

Unfunded sessions excluded from total session counts

Students with multiple entries into the same course now includes 
ADE from all entries, not just the first one

Students taking multiple Lit/Num courses with the same start date 
and time will generate a warning and only one will be counted
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Changes Released for OnSIS

Developmentally delayed ADE was reported in the Sep-June field instead 
of Summer, causing an OnsIS error

When reporting SHSM courses, Co-op courses that had been reported 
as Other Credits did not have the correct credit type (15) reported

Correspondence ADE was not calculating correctly when the same six 
character course code and section were offered a multiple schools

Some PLAR mature and Equiv credits were not reported for Night schools
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Upcoming Trillium Changes

ILE Register to include only Pupils of the Board student 
sessions and hours in the Hours of funded classroom 
instruction, not planned sessions and hours based on the 
course schedule. (CT 4.00.00)

Course List for Grant Purposes extract includes all students 
in pupil enrolment fields, but total pupil hours include only 
POB student hours (CT 4.00.00)
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Upcoming Trillium Changes

2017-2018 Register layout/terminology  changes (CT 
4.10.00)

Funded sessions reported in Sep-Jun or Summer based 
on student entry date (CT 4.10.00 and School 5.40.20)

ILE elemental student data to be suppressed  (OnSIS
4.00.00)
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Upcoming School 5.40.20 Changes

Students who are in and out of the same course several times will have 
all lessons counted

Students taking same course at day school and correspondence at 
the same time will not have lessons included in their session total

Lesson completion page no longer scrolls back to top of screen 
while user entering last rows of lessons

Vertical scroll bar added to Entry pages
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Upcoming School 5.40.20 Changes

Eligible for transcript flag will be set on for courses with passing 
marks or failed senior courses

Full compulsory credit to be incorporated from SchAdmin in a 
future release

School list will include Con Ed schools as well as Secondary 
schools

Gender changes for Course List for Grant Purposes will count non 
M or F values as M
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